
  

 

 

 

 

This week’s Laager site was at Klong Krata reservoir - Near the 

Elephant Camp. Most know it as Chalong Dam and (spoiler 

alert…) a damn good walk it was too. We were situated on the 

disused gravelly road over to Patong, which was not quite as 

damn nice! 

 

Lone Hare, Mask, told the runners it would be about 6.5km or 

perhaps a little more…The stats 

from Sweaty Bolloxs came back at 7.5km and an elevation 

of 633m (although SB came in very late indeed!) Horn, Top 

Off, gave us a quick honk while Butt Plug had a good yawn 

(look closely).  

 

Mask sent us all of together but we 

quickly split up and went off in opposite directions. It was a 

steamy start but lovely walking alongside a stream. There were 

some saucy up slopes to tackle but we had a fine sprinkling of 

rain to cool us down. The final steep decent took us down the 

Patong hill full of treacherous ruts. According to The Blue Harlot 

and B.A., they found the terrain to be ‘shiggy’ (look it up in the 

dictionary). While Butt Plug thought the run was ‘a bag of dicks’ (that won’t be in the 

dictionary).  

 

Back at the circle, Sam Song did his impression of Lucky Lek’s, “Announmen”: 

• Iron Pussy, Wednesday 13th March @Kathu      

• PH3 Outstation, 3-5 May @Ko Yao Noi     (More details on the PH3 website) 

  

Fungus was Steward for the arvo. He thanked Mask 

and called up his fellow Tinmen. (Manneken 

Pis ,modelling for Belgian fashion week). Fungus took 

the piss out of the unsuspecting and had some ‘shite’ 

dog stories. We heard that when MP was GM, he had 

a “French C**t of the week” slot. So Fungus reinstated 

it today and called up Train Spotter for some fun and 

games (and payback).  
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(After this point, my recorder packed in, so apologies! Definitely time to get a new Hash 

Scribe. Only 1 more week of me churning out this drivel now.  Or maybe I’ll get sacked! 

Someone out there can do better, surely! Don’t call me Shirley) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

As per usual, there were lots of good run offences. Thanks to Philthy Piss Head, Wilma, 

Jaws, and B.A. amongst others for their choice contributions.  

 

And as we drew to a close… it was time to decide… but you already knew… GOOD RUN!  

  

--Circle Closed-- 

ON ON 

Takes It All In         click here for more pics 

    

H.B.Y.C. to 

Amazing Disgrace 

Congrats on the new run shirts! 
 

A 

duckling 

was 

‘found’ 

on the 

walk! 
 

Like a Virgin… iced for the  

very first time   ©Madonna 
 

A picture tells a 

thousand words! 

Hello Returners, long time no see! 

(Campari is back in one piece) 
 

Goodbye 

Departers! Look 

after each other 

Kill Him and Kill 

Her. Safe travels to 

Tequila Slapper. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=PhuketHashHouseHarriers&set=a.845231224315457

